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CE&PTEK I 
INTRODUCTION
A Problem Exists 
The mission of Air ROTC is t̂o develop in prospec­
tive college graduates the quality of leadership and other 
attributes essential to their progressive advancement to 
positions of increasing responsibility as commissioned offi­
cers y and to prepare them for immediate assignment to speci­
fic duties in the Regular Air Force, the Air Force Reserve 
and the Air National Guard*
The ̂ Titer, in his role as Assistant Professor of 
Air Science and Tactics over a period of more than three 
years, vith full knowledge of the above stated mission of 
Air ROTC and further knowing that Air ROTO is designed to 
become a major source of junior officers for the components 
of the United States Air Force, still furldaer being aware of 
the career field planning of the Air Force, has had a more 
than "passing fancy" interest In the careers of his students 
and their progress in the educational backgrounds tidrJleh they 
are and have been pursuing during their college training*
Iprice D. Rice, "The History and Development of the Air Force Reserve Officers* Training Corps Program", (unpublished Master's Thesis, American University, 1951) P*^3
—1—
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Because of the circumstances Indicated, more than a 
casual Inspection of college transcripts has been made by 
the writer during his BOTG assignment, with one of the results 
being a scanewhat shocked realization that a rather large 
percentage of college students In the course of their normal 
four years of higher education have changed their major fields 
of study* There appeared to be no set pattern for such changes, 
either In the class years involved or In the fields of study 
Involved* The changes seemed to occur almost at random, and 
at first seemed without reason* Har^ of the students who 
had changed their major fields of study were somei^t low 
borderline In their grade Indices, %rhlch Is probably why they 
came to the attention of the writer in the first place*
Because of the Interest of the Air Force in the prep­
aration for careers of these students, and also because of 
a personal curiosity no doubt Intensified by having In under­
graduate days been desirous of changing major fields himself 
(but for financial reasons being unable to do so), the writer 
began to search about for the reasons why such changes are 
made #
Obviously, the first step In searching for reasons for 
changes made by an individual lies with the Individual himself* 
That most students as Individuals could not tinhesltatlxigly and 
specifically state the reasons for changing their minds was 
apparent from the onset* All who were questioned In regard 
to the matter seemed confident that somewhere in their
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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educatlonal program planning lay a fault, either their own 
or one attrlhutahle to some other person who had guided them* 
The next step, since the individuals did not se@a 
to know themselves the reason for their uncertainty, was to 
determine whether or not a planned program of counseling and 
guidance had been followed, since only under the conditions 
provided by the planned program and scheduled interviews are 
certain students reached # Only under such conditions do some 
students become aware of the facilities and opportunities 
afforded by the school and of the full use which he as an in-* 
dividual can make of them# The problem students, the timid, 
self-conscious, withdrawing, end the drifters, those who lack 
awareness of their problems and need for assistance, under the 
planned program can be found and aided in developing a realiza­
tion of their problem and awareness of opportunity for solution* 
Personal knowledge of Montana State University, together with 
perusal of the Uzilversitŷ s catalogs, and conferences with its 
faculty members, Indicated that Its counseling program begins 
vith the first assemblage of the new incoming students during 
"Freshman Orientation Week"#
The question of when counseling aid should be extended 
to students is one which has an important bearing on the effec­
tiveness of a counseling program* Too often all energies 
in counseling are expended only on those students Who are out­
standingly poor or who are most obviously maladjusted* However 
counseling should not only be given when a student is falling
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and obviously needs lt$ but also*
a# When a student needs the catharsis of 
discussing vith a sympathetic listener the difficulties he 
Is encountering and has opportunity to call upon a broader 
experience than his own for suggestions concerning his pro­
posed plan of action.
b. When a student is now aware that a problem 
exists I but for his own best development, must be brought to 
the realisation of the existence of, end need for attacking 
the problem*
c. When the student is aware that a problem 
exists and that it is causing strain and difficulty, but is 
unable to define and understand it.
d. When the student is aware of the problem 
that exists, but because of an emotional strain or distraction 
is unable to cope with that probl®» without outside help*
The prime objective of counseling is to give aid to 
the individual in defining, studying and evolving answers 
to personal problems, and since these do not arise In accordance 
with any ordered schedule, counseling aid should be given when 
and as needed. Counseling is not an arbitrary proposition to 
be indulged in sporadically only Wien serious problems arise, 
but it is a continuing process Involving student-instructor- 
fiupervlsor-cotmselor relationships and understanding*
With the factors previously mentioned being kept In 
mind, it was decided that the **Orientation Week Program" of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Montana State Uni varsity would be examined in a more or less 
critical manner t with the end goal being to detezmlne If 
possible what educational guidance and counseling factors were 
Involved In the program, and to find out If the counseling 
which was begun here was carried through Into the succeeding 
years of the student's school life#
Source of Information 
Official publications of the institution Involved 
being the most authoritative source of Information, the 
Catalog St St MmWza vas first
examined to determine what Information might be given vith 
respect to Orientation Week, Including description and stated 
purpose# Of particular Interest would be any information re­
garding counseling and guidance aspects relative to aiding 
the student In his selection of courses of study and field of 
specialization. Such information as is given is to be found 
under the headings of "Orientation Week" and Advisers",
Interviews with students and the Inconclusive results 
therefrom have been mentioned previously. Interviews with 
members of the faculty were conducted with more or less 
satisfactory results being obtained in the form of much general 
Information concerning what they as Indlviduàls have attempted
^University of Montana Bulletin, Montana State Univer­
sity Series Ho, Catalog Issue, 1952-53• Missoula, Montana, July 1951» p. 23,
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in their rolee during Orientation Week and as student advisers* 
It vas apparent at this point that each individual faculty 
member had his ovn concept of the purpose of the Orientation 
Program and each had his ovn method of treatment of his advisees* 
There vas one more apparent source of information.
This vas the orientation program itself as it vas to be con­
ducted during the fall of the 1951-52 school year* It vas 
attended by the writer in order that first hand Information 
would not be lacking*
Even personal attendance at the meetings held during 
the orientation week were not considered to be too valid in 
providing specific, conclusive evidence and information re­
garding the program since the writer vas not attending in the 
role of an entering freshmen student, end the observations 
which were made might conceivably be colored by what he wanted 
to find rather than what would be apparent to the student for 
whom the program vas intended*
It vas felt that there was one additional source of 
information available which, although it might not indicate 
specific points of fault or ccmmendability in the program, 
would in all probability indicate areas in which weakness 
or strength were to be found. This source was a questionnaire 
which would be submitted to students, both freshman and upper­
classmen.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Collection end Treatment of Data 
Indication has been previously made that the informa­
tion received from sources other than from the questionnaire 
was of a general nature and inconclusive ♦ Tliis section then 
will deal exclusively with the questionnaire, since it is 
primarily the basis upon which the conclusions of the study 
are drawn*
As the title indicates, the study was to concern 
only male students of Montana State University, primarily 
those entering college for the first time, but as will be 
pointed out, upperclassmen had to be studied as well* It 
was decided that the questionnaire should seek to determine 
frcaa the freshmen whether or not Orientation Week had provided 
for them all that they had a right to expect frcmi it in the 
matter of guidance and counseling, and further to determine 
if planned programs were originated here at the beginning of 
their undergraduate careers* The material to be obtained frcm 
the upperclassmen would strengthen the findings indicated in 
the freshman questionnaire, and in addition attempt would be 
made to study the changes in fields of specialisation, the 
reasons for such changes, and to obtain recommendations from 
the students with regard to Orientation Week* The questionnaire 
then was made up in two parts $ the first pert^ consisting of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the questions pertinent to the freshmen students vho had just 
recently attended the Orientation Week Program* and the see* 
end parti consisting of questions applicable to upperclassmen# 
Since ROTC Is compulsory at Montana State University 
for all able-bodied male students in the lover division̂ * 
and since approximately one half of both freshman and sopho­
more classes (male) are enrolled In Air ROTC* it was consid­
ered that a sufficiently large percentage of these classes 
could be reached through the medium of the basic Air ROTC 
classes# Students In these basic classes are not selected* 
but are enrolled without regard to grade index, field of 
specialisation* or any other factor# Questlcnnaires were 
distributed to all members of the basic course in Air ROTC* 
with the instruction being given that they were to be completed 
and returned at the next succeeding class meeting*
With regard to the advanced classes of Air ROTC* it 
is admitted that some selection occurs* since it is a require­
ment that the student have a or better average in order 
to be eligible for enrollment* Ho restriction is mads as to 
field of speelâizatlon however# That the selection of students 
vith grade index of 1,00 or higher* would eliminate some students 
from consideration was weighed* but since use of these students 
would still conform to the original purpose in studying those
àERSWlX à
Sfiîjalfi&f JSr* SXè* p* 25*
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vho were most likely to ecmiplete their undergraduate training» 
they were judged to he suitable#
A large number of Individuals vho found themselves In a 
field not to their liking or ability probably "dropped" school 
and are accounted for in the normal attrition of the University# 
For one reason or another» they could not or did not change fields 
and continue vith their undergraduate training# As stated how­
ever» this study is concerned with those showing likelihood of 
completing their training#
Since no other reason vas apparent for disqualifying 
upperclassmen enrolled in advanced Air EOXC classes* they were 
considered to be satisfactory subjects for the study» and the 
questionnaires were distributed and collected from them in the 
same manner as was done in the lower classes#
The following table Indicates the registered male stu­
dents at Montana State University^ In the various classes 
together with figures indicating the number of students of 
each class who made reply to the questionnaire and showing 
the percentage of eadh class returning questionnaires#
TABLE X
RATIO OF QUSSTIOHTÎAIRB REPLIES TO ÎTOBER OF STUDENTS REGISTERED IN MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND AFROTC BY CLASSFALL QUARTER 1951
Class Registered
Freslman 329Sophomore 328Junior 364Senior 476
2,Data furnished by Registrar, Montana State University
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ROTC Replied to Questionnaire PercentageReturned
l4l 128 90#7^118 52 44#0jg64 17 26#5|72 37 51.358
CHAPTER II 
PÜEPOSS OF ORIEÎÏTATICH %EEK 
Ceneral
In tha evaluation of any program | one cannot 
proceed far before ccming to the realization that the 
meaning and purposes of that which is to he evaluated 
most first he understood.
The Catalog Issue, University of Montana Bulletin, 
Montana State University Series No. 3̂3, July, 19$1, states 
the following with regard to Orientation Week*
The first week of the auttaan quarter is set aside exclusively for freshmen and other new students# They register during that week and are given the opportunity to heocme acquainted with the ways of University life. Everything praeticahle is done to prepare thm. for their college courses. No regular classes are held.This week grew out of the need of making the transi» tion from high school to college as smooth as possible, and the desirability of giving the new student some orientation to the curricular and extra-curricular offer­ings of the University. Counseling and guidance services are provided for the assistance of students in deteimin- Ing courses of study and fields of specialization# Cer­tain tests are administered to all new students in order to provide information which may be of help to the student in attaining his educational and vocational objectives.
From the above it is apparent that the primary ob­
jectives of the Orientation Week Program are three-fold.
First comes educational guidance, next vocational guidance,
-10-
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find finally, an introduction to extra<-currloular aotlvltle» 
vhldi Ineludfi such Items as sports, clubs, fraternities, 
religious activities and any other social functions not directly 
concerned vith college studies #
Ruth Strang has stated "The first few %meks In college 
offer a golden opportunity for orientation of new students* At 
this point, the real reasons why they are attending this instl* 
tutlon# the personal values of each subject, and the long dis* 
tance view of what they are going to do with their lives should 
become clear enough to give them a sense of direction*"^ It 
would appear that Montana State University in Its stated objec- 
tlves of Orientation Week is generally in agreement with Strang, 
and this study will accept that these objectives are close to 
the ideal#
Further examination of the University Bulletin discloses 
that the carrying out of the educational and vocational guidance 
objectives are placed entirely in the hands of (a) the University 
Counseling Center and (b) the faculty adviser to whom the student 
is assigned. According to the catalog, the major function of the 
Counseling Center is "to help students in selecting educational 
and vocational objectives and In meeting problems of personal 
adjustment*** The assignment of students to faculty advisers is 
made on the basis of the student's probable field of major endeav­
or, and it is the function of the adviser to assist the student
Praetlees. ̂ dllUan Co., Ssv Xorlc, I W ,  p. W T
S. V. Catalog, i2a. SUUt P. 33.
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in thn sel«etlon end arrangement of hia oonree of study « and 
to counsel the student In any matter* The student is also 
advised to meet vith his adviser more frequently than merely 
at the registration periods# vhen consultation is required*
This study is not ooncerned vith the soolal and other 
extra-ourricular activity orientation which may take place 
during the orientation week except that which may he found to 
influence the educational guidance of the students either 
directly or Indirectly* Suffice at this point to state that 
certain University recognised activities of an extra-̂ curricular 
nature are noted briefly in the Catalog# and a very helpful 
guide to all types of student activity is provided the new 
student in the form of the Book# a student publication which 
is distributed to all new students at one of their first group 
meetings *
The Nature of Educational Guidance 
This study will consider that educational guidance is 
positive* It will assume that growth of the individual is the 
intended goal in the mind of the counselor (or adviser) and 
specifically that such guidance is meant to assist the advisee 
in choosing an appropriate program and in making satisfactory 
progress therein* This presumes that the adviser will have 
knowledge of the student's interests and abilities# that he will 
have a store of knowledge regarding all of the educational 
offerings available# and finally that he will have a method or 
program in connection with his counseling which will enable the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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student to utilise his adviser's knowledge in eleoting his 
educational program*
At first glanoe educational guidance may seem to he 
concerned only vith the choice of a course or major field of 
studyÿ hut this may develop into other problems of economic, 
social or emotional character* Many persons have the feeling 
that early choice of a career is unimportant* Kirkpatrick 
states that there is danger that the counselor may **prematurely 
maphaSlze the choice of a career at a time tdien emphasis should 
rather be placed upon curricular planning appropriate to the 
student's particular kind of readiness to learn",^ This is not 
concurrence vith the feeling that early choice of career is 
unimportant, since he explains himself as meaning that he 
believes that if a special ability is found, it should be culti­
vated so that a foundation is laid for the eventual utilisation 
of the ability in any one of a variety of associated fields*
He believes that no one can determine positively that another 
is fitted for certain work, but if there has been intelligent 
planning, the proper foundation will be made for personal growth 
and intellectual development and the vocational guidance will 
take care of itself*
Seme persons hold the belief that it is vise for the
^Forest H* Kirkpatrick, Directional Tests for Educational Guidance, Journalism Educational Research 3Q0CVL1X (Oct* 1 ^ )  
p. Mf.
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mdvlaer to pemlt his students to grope about in the various 
fields of education y adding to their experiences and growth 
as Individuals until they have "begun to think" and are ready 
to select a field with the selection being based upon know» 
ledge aoeimulated from this heterogeneous dabbling* If one 
considers that educational guidance has a social aspect then 
he can hold no brief vith this view, since It will be recog­
nised that the adviser must guide his advisee to a sense of 
social responsibility— the responsibility of using his talents 
and educational opportunities for the social good as well as 
for his personal happiness* In a decadent society wherein 
there Is no recognition of social responsibility on the part 
of the Individual# perhaps adviser ̂ nd advisee might act 
differently— In American democracy there is no alternative 
to this recognition*
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CHAPTEK III 
DESCRIPTION OF ORIENTATION WEEK ACTIVITIES 
The Official Program 
Aceordimg to the official program^ as published 
by the Daiverslty and distributed to every new student at 
the first general meeting « Orientation Week begins with the 
required attendance of all new students at a meeting held 
during the evening of the Sunday one week prior to the begin* 
ning of classes each fall quarter# Actually, as Indicated 
by the program, the orientation begins during that afternoon 
with conducted tours of the campus# The InccMing students 
and their families if present are shown the campus with the 
various buildings and their locations being briefly described 
and pointed out# The first required meeting is conducted 
that evening* During this meeting, selected members of the 
faculty are introduced to the new students# Those included 
for presentation include the Dean of Students, Associate Dean 
of Students, the Registrar, Catholic and Protestant Chaplains, 
and the Senior Academic Dean# The chaplains outline the 
religious activities on the campus and in town, and the Senior 
Academic Dean reviews the official program and gives a short 
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It Is Interesting to note that the first reason advanced in 
answer to this self «"imposed question was that the students 
were enrolled at Montana State University primarily to le a m  
a vocationÿ and secondly that they would learn to hecome human 
beings I learn the fundamentals of the other arts and sciences, 
would learn the intracacles of cmmunity living and of human 
characteristics » Along with this address, it was pointed out 
that "here" the students would leam to read, to study, and 
to budget their time# Following the address by the Dean, the 
**M" Book was distributed and the students were released for 
attendance at firesides, welcomes at the living centers and 
the Student Dnion Lounge, which concluded the first day's 
orientation activities.
All activities described above were obviously necessary 
for the orientation of the new students. To the credit of 
those in charge, it may be said that all procedure was strictly 
in accordance with the prescribed motives behind the program.
The second day of the Orientation Week Program began 
at dtOO A#M« with the new students divided into groups according 
to alphabetical arrangement of surnames, and each group was 
addressed by a faculty member. The address consisted (one and 
one quarter hours were allotted) of a brief description of the 
Arts and Sciences offerings of the University, the name of the 
department head, along with the location of his office, 3^e
same was done in regard to the professional schools, and the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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locations ot the various Imlldlngs described. It vaa physically 
Impossible for the faculty member to acctmpllsh the stated 
objective of explaining the Arts and Sciences Program to the 
students In the allotted time* Following the first meeting, 
the groups reported either for the General Entrance Test 
(American Council of Education Psychological Examination),
English Flac^ent Test or English Theme and Individual Ques­
tionnaire# This testing continued (with a two hour break 
for lunch) until 4*00 P*H* Testing was under the supervision 
of the Counseling Center* At 4*1? P*M., those students vho 
were Interested In the professional schools were Instructed 
to meet In various locations about the campus to learn more 
of the offerings* That evening from 6*00 to 7*15, a buffet 
supper vas served a U  new students, end at 7#30 another meeting 
started under the guidance of the President of the Associated 
Students of Montana State University# This meeting continued 
for about one hour, during which the chairman explained "rushing**, 
both Air and Array EOTC programs were described, the Physical 
Education requlrmnents explained* There was amplification of 
the Sports program, both Intramural and varsity* Following 
this heterogeneous mixture, from 8*30 to 10*00 a social gather­
ing at the Student Union Building brought a fourteen hour day 
to a close#
The third day was relatively "easy" for the male students 
since it began at 8*00 A*H# and the orientation meetings finished 
at ?t00 P*K# The morning was spent In continuation of the test-
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Ing which started the previous day. The afternoon had two 
hours and fifteen minutes allotted for consultation hy sec­
tion with advisers. It was during this period that the 
adviser first saw his advisees and he collectively told them 
the nature of the major field of study which they had selected ̂ 
the required courses $ and the programming necessary. The 
Dean of Students conducted a meeting of the male students 
between ViOO and 5*00
The following day, the fourth, was taken up with a 
variety of activities. Physical examinations (required of 
all students) were given along with special placement and 
aptitude tests, required of certain students, A general 
assembly (attendance required) of one hour was conducted dur­
ing the afternoon, and one hour end forty-five minutes was 
set aside for Individual conferences with advisers, These 
activities, as well as a forty-five minute organizational 
meeting for those Interested In band, and an hour program 
for organization of the Freshman class concluded the day*s 
activities at 5s50.
Physical examinations continued the following day* 
Meetings were scheduled with freshman advisers during "free* 
time during the period 9iOO A,H* to ̂ *30 P.M* The student 
Religious Council and the Churches of Missoula sponsored a 
one-and-a-half-hour coffee hour ending at 5iOO P,M, and a 
comparatively easy day had officially been finished.
The next day, the sixth, had a three hour period In
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the morning set aside for adviser eonferenoes without conflict 
with other meetings. The afternoon was set aside from 1*00 
to V130 P*M, for freshman registration, with a period from 
9*00 to midnight allotted for a freshman "mixer"#
On the seventh day (Saturday) an additional three 
hours were designated In the morning for the finishing of 
registration} the afternoon was spent In fun and relaxation 
In the painting of the ”K" on Mount Sentinel# The last pro» 
gram Included a night football game, followed by a service 
club sponsored "mixer" until midnight.
The eighth day (Sunday) had no scheduled activities, 
but students were reminded that they were velocme at the 
churches of Missoula, and the churches conducted Open Bouse 
that afternoon for the students*
Classes began on the following day, end except for 
the late registrant, orientation officially was concluded#
Observed Results 
As was stated earlier In this chapter, the persons 
who conducted the first day’s program were able for the most 
part to adhere strictly to the objectives of Orientation Week 
as stated In the University Catalog# The program of necessity 
was Introductory, and explanatory, and the address of the 
Senior Acadenlo Dean was particularly apropos of the occasion# 
Unfortunately, despite the warning that "Attendance Is retjulred", 
It was apparent that many did not attend, and many left before 
the program was Concluded, thereby missing a great deal of
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gexmrsX Information regarding the campus#
The Idea behind the scheduling of the second day’s 
activities vas good# Obviously It was Intended that the 
educational offerings of the University would be described 
at the meetings conducted by representatives of the colleges 
of Arts and Sciences and the professional schools | and that 
the students here would obtain sc*ae clues which would aid 
them In their selection of the fields of study, and would also 
indicate to them the nature end scope of other fields. Should 
the student discover through any of these discussions that he 
might be Interested In a field different trasL his original 
Intention, he logically might have been expected at this time 
to desire aptitude testing. Hothlng more need be said at this 
point than that the time allotted for discussion precluded more 
than a mere mention of the departments located at the school, 
and that as for aptitude testing, none was scheduled for such 
purpose#
The required freshman testing (see p# 17) can in no way 
be considered as being Indicative of aptitudes since the tests 
are concerned only with general Intelligence in one test and 
with English In the other two* Query at the Counseling Center 
disclosed that the student achievement on the freshman tests 
Is compiled at that office. Advisers are provided with their 
advisees* test scores prior to registration# The complete 
tabulation of scores of all students are available to faculty 
members on request# The number of advisers who availed them-
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selves of this iiifomation for use In counseling their ad- 
vlsees could not be determined* During the past school year 
the test results were requested by fifty-one faculty members, 
but since It is possible that some department heads may have 
made the requests for tlielr departments $ the actual use by 
advisers Is Indeterminate* The question natuarlly arises that 
since only English aptitude or achievement Is Indicated along 
vlth probable success or failure In college work, of what 
value are the test results to the majority of advisers? Would 
not such Information as obtainable from a recognised interest 
test such as the Kuder Preference Eeoord also be of great 
value at this time? The specific alms of the Kuder Record 
are considered to bet "Pointing out vocations with which the 
student may not be familiar but which involve activities of 
the type for which the student expressed preference" and also 
"Checking on whether a personas choice of an occupation Is 
consistent with the type of thing be ordinarily prefers"̂ * 
this sort of test chan, u«cd In connection with others (as 
for example the American Council of Educational Psychological 
Examination) would provide the adviser with sufficient Indica­
tion of the student’s high Interest areas and indicated occu­
pational Interests, and would enable him to discuss these 
occupations and Interests with a much greater degree of assur­
ance that his counsel was sound*
, ^Arthur i* : Jones, fx.lnslpl.cjt st ËsUmmSâ* McGraw-Hlll Book Co*, New York, I W ,  p* 193#
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Th@ special placement and aptitude testa appear to 1>e 
primarily placement tests to determine the class section in 
which the student will he permitted to enroll# They are given 
only to students planning on entering classes in beginning 
chemistry! a foreign language * shorthand or typing, or the 
School of Music. The average student, unless he had previously 
encountered one of these fields, finds no opportunity here to 
discover interest or ability in a hitherto unfamiliar field#
is has been previously noted, (p. 19) the sixth day 
of the Orientation Week program is the first time available 
during the entire program when the individual student is given 
any opportunity for individual conference with his adviser#
True, he has attended a group conference along with the other 
students who are also enrolling in the same school# It should 
be pointed out that at this time his adviser has already been 
selected on the basis of "probable major" and that this confer* 
eace merely servetho purpose of outlining programs of instruc­
tion within that field# Individual conferences on the sixth 
day immediately precede the freshman registration, which be­
gins that afternoon# It has been previously indicated that 
but a three hour period without conflict with other meetings 
is scheduled on the sixth day for Individual conferences, indi­
cating that the group conference is considered sufficient for 
the needs of the students and that several minutes individually 
with each advisee is sufficient to meet his counseling needs# 
When one considers that even an apparent conflict in the schedule 
of one student may require a half hour or more to re-organize,
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It 1# apparent that the adTlser has not time available to 
interview the atndent#
With regard to the actoal registration of freshman 
students ÿ it has been noted through observation that a great 
deal of eonfusion and mental stress has been placed upon the 
entering freshman student through the scheduling of upper* 
class registration prior to freshman registration* Since 
many freshmen register in the same courses and sections with 
upper classmen I and because departments are authorised to 
close sections which become overloaded y the new student In 
many cases must completely revise his original schedule y 
taking unwanted electives rather than desired requirements # 
Perhaps this has some merit from an educational guidance view« 
point since it may force the student to look into a field 
which he would otherwise miss completely | however y the frus­
tration which is sure to result sew&s more likely to encour­
age an immediate dislike for the alternative subject# The 
comparison might be made with universities which have com­
pulsory military training as against those which offer HOTC 
as an optional course# At Montana State University which 
has had compulsory HOTC for two years, an antagonism is built 
up by the students against the training# not because of de­
ficiencies in the military program nor lack of value to the 
student in it# but merely because the student has no free 
choice in its selection as a part of his program*
Although not originally intended to be a pert of this
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studxy the social aspects of orientation veek Involving fresh-» 
men cannot he overlooked» Even casual Inspection of the 
Orientation Week Program will Indicate that* although not 
necessarily an "official^ part of the program* many events 
of a social nature are provided for In the schedule# Mixers* 
dances* buffet suppers* coffee hours* sports, religious aetlv» 
Ities* student political activities * all are scheduled on the 
official program* Not to he overlooked nor taken lightly 
although not on the official program Is the fraternity "rush 
week"* This writing has Indicated that as many as fourteen 
hours In a single day are scheduled for Incoming freshmen 
during their period of orientation# Much that Is scheduled* 
it Is true* Is In keeping with the Senior Acedemle Dean's 
remark that collegiate training should Include experiences 
In social groups and community living# One wonders If all 
of these experiences should he gained during the first week 
on campus or If sufficient time should not he allotted during 
subsequent time to accommodate some of the less urgent*
It Is not Intended that a denunciation should he made 
here of the fraternity* hut It Is helleved that a comprehen­
sive study of them would show that a tremendous Influence Is 
exerted hy their Individual memhers on the selection of major 
fields hy the freshmen with whom they hecome associated and 
Indirectly counsel* When all of the scheduled and non-scheduled 
affairs of orientation week are totaled, the time remaining 
for rest* relaxation and reflective thinking on the part of the
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nmt student Is almost nil* The program provides for no 
aptitude or preference testing unless the individual feels 
a need for it end requests such testa, and the overloaded 
schedule provides no time for testing If it should he re^ 
quested. The new student then, adequately or inadequately 
counseled, is cmmitted to registration for the basic and 
background education for his properly or improperly selected 
vocation.
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CHAPTER IT
STCJDEKT EVALUATION OF ORIENTATION WEEK
Freshman Svalnation 
The qaestioxmairea distributed to freahman male 
students Involved in this study indicated their enrollment 
in the various schools and departments of MontniLi State 
University according to the follovlng table*
TABLE II
EîmOLÎMENT OF SmPLED STUDENTS BY SCHOOL OS DEPASniENT, MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY, FALL QUARTER, 1951
School or Department Number of students
Business Administration *+0





In an effort to determine the factors Which influence
these freshman students to select the fields of interest
which they did, that question was asked outright along with
«"26—
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the questicn of vhy this particular university was chosen*
The latter (question was included ainoe it could throw addi- 
tional light on the selection of field of study, particularly 
If it were location of the school or financial reasons which 
detemined enrollment here* An indication of the results 
of these questions follow#
TABLE III
FRBQOSÎÎCY OF REASCÎTS GIVER BY ENTERING HALS FBESH-iEN AT MONTANA STATS UNIVERSITY FOR SELECTION OF FIELD OF STUDY, FALL QUARTER 1951
Reason Given Numher of Students
Own evaluation and selection 57Parental influence 39Aptitude Tests 2oHigh School Counselor 1^Friend’s influence 12
University Catalog 11High School Principal oHigh School Courses 2No reason 2Orientation Week at HSU 2R# 0* T* C* Training offered (Air) 1
TABLE IV
ÏRBQUSNCY OF REASCNS GIVEN BY ENTERING Î4ALE FRESÎMN AT MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY FOR SELBCTICN OF UNIVERSITYFALL QUARTER 1951
Reason Given Number of Students
Neaamess to Home 66Curriculum Offerings 59Financial Reasons 28Friendli Influence 16Location 6University Catalog 6Family TraditionNo Reason offered 3Scholarship 1
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Since many of the «tndents questloned Indicated more 
than a single reason for their selection of major field of 
study and this university, the nomal statistical treatment 
of the data collected Is not feasible as concerns relation** 
ships between the various reasons advanced, but may be examined 
only with respect to the number of times the reason was given 
In comparison with the total number of students Involved*
As regards the selection of an educational field, the 
largest number of students, nearly one half, indicated that 
It was ithelr own evaluation of the courses offered and as a 
result, their own thinking which had decided their field of 
study* Since this reason cannot be considered as being a 
basic reason for determining a preference^ the response can 
only be explained as Indicating that the students were either 
unwilling or unable to expose the real reason, or because 
they had no reason but were floundering about In an attempt 
to discover an aptitude or preference#
The Influence exerted by parents was the next most 
mentioned reason, more than one of every four students being 
swayed in this manner. This situation should not be cause 
for undue alarm if those parents are equipped with the nec«* 
essary tools of guidance and counseling* Filial devotion and 
obedience are commendable traits, but when one gives pause 
to consider that the high school courses, counselors, and 
principals have influenced but half as many, and that even 
aptitude test results bring the total to only slightly more,
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0219 wonder» et whcm the guidance programs should be directed* 
Along the same lines it is noted that nearly one tenth of the 
total number of students were directed towards a field of 
study by their friends* These may have been encountered 
either in the high school or vh&t is equally probably# during 
the fraternity rushing accompanying Orientation Week*
That the principal reason advanced by students for 
the selection of Montana State University is its nearness to 
heme is unfortunate, Sli^tly more than half gave this area"» 
son and it must be considered along with the nearly one fourth 
%dio stated that their reason was financial. These responses 
Indicate that a portion of the University's student body 
have been forced by circumstances to enroll here, fitting 
their desires to the offerings# in many cases taking undesired 
fields because of lack of the one wanted* This in turn may 
help to explain the apathetic attitude of students which seems 
prevalent on the campus both towards individual courses and 
the University as a whole* A more healthy atmosphere it is 
certain# would develop should more than 46^ of the entering 
students be Influenced by the curriculum offerings* This rea"- 
son was advanced most often by those students registered in 
the schools as distinguished from the departments of the Univer« 
sity and was primarily concerned with the schools which have 
established high scholastic reputations *
Friends and family have less izifluence in the selection 
of the school than in selection of field of study# these reasons
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being offered by only X5% of the students* It should be 
fidnLltted however, that the family Influence actually la 
probably much greater than Indicated, since their persuasion 
probably made Itself felt In connection with financial rea«* 
sons and nearness to home*
The University Catalog, although it should be considered 
as being a valuable guidance instrument, does not appear to 
be greatly used for selection of school or major field of 
study* It appears close to the bottcm of each list in num­
ber of students influenced thereby, but almost twice as many 
chose their major field because of It than selected the school 
for the same reason*
In order to determine effectively the Influence of 
Orientation Week on guidance to a field of study, the students 
were asked if any of the programs of that week Included any 
factor which caused th#m to confirm, question or change the 
major field of study they had previously selected. In additlcn, 
they were asked to indicate the factor if one wore present*
TABLE V
INFLUmCB OF 1951 0RISÎ3TATI02Î WÏÏSK PROGEAM 
AT MONTAHA STATE im iVSRSITY OÎÎ SELLCTICÎÎ OF FIELD  
OF STUDY BY 128 BîîTSBING FRESHMEN
Influence Exerted Number of Students
No Influence 10^Confirmed Selection of Field of Study 19 . Caused Doubt in Selection of Field 4Caused Change in Field of Study 1
I ' (
\
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From the above $ it is apparent that slightly under 
19̂  of the incoming freshmen feel any amount of influence of 
any nature as a result of the Orientation Program. The pre­
ponderance of those unswayed might be indicative of excellent 
pre-enrollment guidance were it not for the evidence presented 
previously in Tables III and XT. In the face of those fitnnres * 
the who were amoved in any way must in large part be 
composed of the apathetic attitude before mentioned* The 
factors mentioned by those who felt an Influencing force were 
unanimous in attributing their doubt, change of field, or 
confirmation of their selection to talks given by faculty 
personnel during the program. These talks were about evenly 
divided between those given by school or department represen­
tatives to groups of prospective enrollees and those given in 
individual conferences with Deans, Department heads or advisers. 
In pursuing this further, it was found that invariably the 
student who was influenced stated that it was this talk which 
made him aware of the field, its razaifications and opportuni­
ties or lack of them# Here again, it was the schools rather 
than the departments which seemed to exert the most influence. 
One cannot help but reflect that perhaps stronger speakers 
representing the various schools and departments might do much 
to ease more freshmen from their lethargy. Certainly a larger 
field is offered for this challenge.
The following table shows the student Impressions 
relative to the amount of material presented to the freshmen
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during the Orientation Veek Program, and the amount of time 
devoted to It* Those vho responded that either too much or 
too little material was included were asked to state what 
that material might be*
TABLE n
SAI4FLED STUDENTS» EEACTI0H3 BKLATIVS TO QÜAÎÎTITT OF MATERIAL PHESEIÎTED AHD TES TIMS CCNSOMED, 1951 ORIENTATION WEEK PROGMH, MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITf
Student Impression Number of Students
Too much material presented 28Too little material presented 13Just the right amount of material 82
Too much time required fororientation 38Too little time devoted toorientation 19Just the right amount of time 71
Those who felt that too much material was being 
Included in the program Indicated that they objected to 
repetition In the talks they heard# They felt that a 
great many minor details were given emphasis to the exclusion 
of items which they would like to have had more Information 
about# A large percentage felt that the various meetings 
which they attended were unrelated and left them with a 
feeling of confusion and frustration. Those iidio felt that 
too little material was offered were those who wanted apti-- 
tude and preference tests and those who desired to learn more 
of the occupational outlooks in the various fields with which 
they were unfamiliar# Those who were satisfied with the mat­
erial presented^ strangely enough were approximately the same
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Bomber as those who were taoolnfluenced by Orientation Week, 
and only slightly fewer felt that the amount of time devoted 
to the Program was jnst right# The response to the questions 
regarding time, nearly one of every three students replying 
that too much time was devoted to orientation, indicates a 
feeling of boredom with the whole affair, borne out by the 
eaqpressed feeling that repetitive material was too prevalent# 
The social groups of the campus appear to make good 
use of the little time available to them during the week# 
Although no time is scheduled for fraternity rushing and 
though they must compete for the students ’ time with other 
social affairs, kÔ  of the male students entering school 
apparently are pledged during the week# Perhaps this in 
some measure explains the remarks of so many students that 
Orientation Week left them no time to rest, sleep or think, 
and that it was several weeks later before they could adjust 
themselves back to normal living# The following table shows 
the number of students affected by some of the social groups#
TABiS 711
x w u m i c m  o f selbctsb social activitiss cm sampledSTUDEKTS DCmXWG 1951 HCÎÎTAÎÎA STATE ÜNIVEB3ITY OKISSrTATICN WEEK FHOQRAM, IÎÎDICATSD BX FEaqUEKCX IN JOINING ThE GROUPS
Social Group Number of Students Joining
Fraternity 2̂' Religious Groupe 16Intra*-mural Sports l4Music Group 6
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All guldano# is an attempt to aid the Individual In 
making the heat choice that Is possible under the circumstances 
and In the light of the data available at the time# Hovever# 
the Individual and his environment will freq?ientîy change in 
unpredictable ways# Aî r long term planning therefore must be 
of a tentative nature and be subject to modification as devel«* 
opments may warrant# The advisers of students of Montana State 
University can render a most useful sex̂ vice to their advisees 
by carefully watching over the individuals in their charge > 
watching over their educational and vocational goals « and ad- 
vising them when changes may be desirable# A check was made 
to determine the student viewpoint regarding the amount of time 
allotted by advisers for Individual conferences prior to regis­
tration, and with this a check was made on conferences which 
were planned subsequent to the initial one#
TABLS VIII
ADEQUACY OF TIME ALLOTTED ENTERING MALE FRSSIMEN FOR ADVISER CCNFSRENCBS DURING 1951 MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY ORIENTATION WEEK PROGRAM AS JUDGED BY 128 FRESHÎOT STUDENTS
Time Spent Initial No# Students Indi- No# Students Indl- Conference eating Time Adequate eating Time Inadequate
h hours 3 e#3 hours 3 12& hours 12 hours 16 11 hour 28 745 minutes 1 130 minutes 15 minutes 10 minutes 5 minutes
18 2
^4
5 e6None 3 7
Totals 3^
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Th» moat slgnlTioant faotor Illustrated lit the table 
above Is in the totals. It is obvious that students with 
fev problems require much less time with an adviser and are 
satisfied with very little. It is Interesting to note however 
that the median of the group which was satisfied with the time 
allowed them for counsel falls within the group having spent 
an hour with the adviser# The totals indicate that 26% of 
the students were dissatisfied with the amount of time which 
their advisers spared them during Orientation Week, and of 
this group 73^ were given less than one hour* Only nine %dio 
had an hour or more were left with the desire for more time# 
These students may have had special problems which were beyond 
the scope of the average adviser, and this mi^t well indicate 
that referral to the Counseling Center was proper in their 
cases. A more probable explanation is that the faculty adviser 
was so rushed that he could spare no more time for that Individ- 
ual.
A comparison of the time allotted for individual confer­
ences as it is in practice and as reccmmended by the students 
themselves may be obtained through the figures given below and 
those of the previous table.
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TABLE IX
RSCCîmEIÎDAXIOHS BX SAMPLED STUDENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL ADVISER CONFERENCE TIME ALLOTMENT DURING FUTURE MONTANA STATE UNIViiaSITX ORIENTATION WEEKPROGRAMS
Time Beocmmendod Number of Students
5 hours 2
h hours 13 hours 92 hours 231 hour 38^5 minutes g30 minutes 1815 minutes 610 minutes 3Indefinite 1^2 - 2  hour meetings 1Daily during Orientation 1
Because of the nature of the responses « a single time 
designation cannot be pointed out as being recommended by the 
students as fitting all their needs* The time range Is even 
greater than that indicated in Table VIII | however, it should 
be noted that the great majority would be happy with an hour
or less of time* The comparison then gives the indication
that an hour per student for individual conference purposes 
mi^t well be used as a rule of thumb by advisers in arranging 
their Orientation Week schedules*
The students were asked "How often do you have confer­
ences with your adviser?** to provide the check on whether or 
not advisers were keeping in mind the tentative character of 
their counsel and the possible need for modification* The 
results are shown on the following page#
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TABLE X
ABVISER-AÜVISES PLÂ SIED BX 128MOÎÎTAKA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDEIWS
Number of Conferences Number of Students 1 per quarter 61 per month 82 per month hSeveral ?As Needed 2None 103
The huge preponderance of those students having no
arrangement with their advisers for future conferences might
have no significance were it not substantiated by figures
provided by upperolass students Which will be found In Table
XVIII* In view of these figures It can only be assumed that
both advisers and advisees feel that counseling In college
is a one or two times affair*
Evaluation by Upperclassmen 
The evaluation of Orientation Week by upperclassmen 
was made In such a manner that segregation could be made of 
those who had remained in their original field of study end 
those who had changed to a new field* In the tables to folloŵ  
the responses will be separated accordingly, with the first 
group being represented under "Number of Students" In "Group A" 
and the second group In "Group B"* No distinction Is made 
according to class year, since It Is considered that all upper» 
classmen have had some opportunity to change fields. It Is 
recognised that additional changes might occur subsequent to 
the questionnaire, however*
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In Tables 3Œ and Xlt idhlch follow| reasons as ad«> 
vanced by upperolass students for the selection of Montana 
State University and of their major fields are shown. In 
addition, •’Group C** shows the totals of all students In­
cluding freshmen who offered the same reasons,
TABLE XI
FREQUENCY OF REASONS GIVEN BY ALL SAMPLED STUDENTS AT MONTANA STATE imTERSITY FOR SELECTION OF TEEIH ORIGINAL FIELDS OF STUDY
Reason Given Number of Students
Aptitude Tests Friend’s Influence High School Counselor High School Courses High School Principal Orientation Week at MSU Own evaluation and selection 
Parental Influence R,0,T,C, Training (Air)University Catalog Previous occupation or experience Scholarship offered No reason
TABLE XII
FREQUENCY OF REASONS GIVEN BY ALL 8AI4PLED STUDENTS AT MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY FOR THE SELECTION OF MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY




h 9912 1336 12
è I
0 11 22 7
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Group A 2p
Group B Group CtoV0 I22 2111 0 130 0 60 0 226 7 8015 3 571 3 20 0 11
h0 1k S iG
Reason Given NumberGroup AFriend’s Influence 3Family Tradition 0Family Influence 2Financial Reasons 7Curriculum Offerings 36Nearness to Home 55Location 0scholarship Offered 1university Catalog 0
High School Counselor 1Track Meet 1No reason offered 2
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Xt will be noted In both Tables XI and XXI that the 
upperolassmen offered several reasons for their selections 
which were not mentioned by the freslmen* This, It Is be­
lieved, Is due to the difference In wording of the question 
as It appeared on the qnestlozmalres, the freshmen being 
offered suggestion while the upperclassmen were not. Despite 
this, it will be marked that the pattern established by the 
freshmen Is borne out by tlie upper class students, I.e., the 
greater number by far are Influenced toward their field of 
study by their own evaluations or by their parents. Ten of 
the students of Column Indicated these reasons, while of 
the same group, seven had been guided to the field either by 
a counsellor or through previous experience la the field. This 
might be construed as refuting that knowledge of the various 
fields Is essential to guidance, but It must be kept In mind 
that guidance Is a continuous affair and must be adapted to 
changing conditions as previously discussed.
Upper class students* reasons for the selection of the 
University parallel those of the freshmen too, and since thex*e 
has previously been an adequate dlscixsslcn of this matter, only 
a few additional comments will be added here. A glance at 
Table XII discloses that scholarships apparently attract very 
few students to Montana State University, and the spring track 
meet which Is designed primarily to attract students to the 
school brings even fewer. The figures cannot but cause doubt 
In some minds as to the wcrthwhlleness of the time and expense
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dovoted to the sports mffàlr* although it Is admitted that it 
may help indirectly to acqjialnt the prospective students with 
the University*s offerings, Regarding scholarships | the lack 
of attractiveness as a means of enticing students may be due 
to their being too few and/or too small in amount to offset 
the advantage of a scholarship at s<me other Institution*
An indication of why 2̂  ̂of the students of Montana 
State University change their fields of study may be obtained 
from Table XIII below* Despite the diversity In terms used by 
the students I it is manifest that when reduced to basic consld* 
eratlons * the overwhelming reason for change is a sudden aware* 
ness of %diat is included in the original and other fields* 
Perhaps the guidance viewpoint that this is a healthy situation 
Is justified because these students *have begun to think", but 
if the primary reason for selection of school and course is 
financial and eeoncmic, the view above cannot be defended*
These students have been "let down" in not having been properly 
guided prior to embarkation in an area entailing the expense 
that any university reqpilres*
TABIS XIII
PRSQUENCy OF REASONS GIVEN BY SAÎ4PLED UPPERCIAS3 MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS FOR CHAÎÎGXNO MAJOR FIELDSOF STUDY
Reason Given Number of Students
Dissatisfied 9Lost interest 4Wrong field 3Discovered a new field 2No reason offered 2Faculty advice 1Faculty Personality Disliked 1
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TABLE ZlIIm ôntlirned 
Reason. Given Rimber of Students
Inability In First field 1Summer Ekaployment In new field 1To obtain draft deferment 1Failed entrance requlrmaents in other school 1 Added a new major
TABLE XIV
IÎÎFLÜEÎÎCB OF PAST ORIENTATICN WEEK PROGRAMS AT MONTAKA STATE UNIVERSITY ON SELECTICN OF FIELD OF STUDY BY 106 UPPEROLASSSTUDENTS
Influence Exerted Number of StudentsGroup A Group BConfirmed Selection offield of study 17 2Caused Doubt In Selectionof field 2 3Caused Change in Fieldof study 0 0No influence 60 22
A eomparlson of the figures in Table XIV with those
in Table V shows parallel patterns* That which is most re*
gretable is that none of the upperclassmen, and but one of
the freshmen found material included in the Orientation Week
Program which influenced them to change their major field of
study} this, despite the fact that one fourth of the upper* 
classmen later changed and also despite the alms of Orienta*
tion Week quoted frcaa the University Catalog on page 10*
Roughly the same percentage of the higher class students found
confirmation of their choice as did freshmen, but it should be
noted that two students whose origlxial fields of study were
thus "confirmed" later changed to a new major* The factors
involved In the Orientation Week Program which played a part
in influencing the upperclassmen were approximately the same
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as vith the nev students* In connection with this, they were 
asked If based upon their experiences at Montana State Univer­
sity, they felt that the Orientation Week Program was adequate 
and were asked too what changes they would recommend*
TABLE XV
OPIISIONS OF ADEQUACY OP MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY ORIENTATION WEEK PROGRAM! BY 106 UPPEROLASS STUDENTS
Opinion Number of StudentsGroup A Group B
Adequate 48 15Inadequate 31 12
There Is little variation in the percentages In each 
of the above columns* Roughly three of every eight students 
remaining In their original fields and one of every two who 
have changed fields are of the opinion that as now established, 
Orientation Week leaves seme thing to be desired* That the 
slightly greater number percentages-wise falls in Column B is 
taken as an indication that these students feel that Orientation 
Week was in some part responsible for the necessity they felt 
to change their programs*
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TABLE XVI
RECOMMENDATIONS OF 106 UPPEROLASS STUDENTS OF MONTAÎIA STATE UNIVERSITY FOB ŒANOING THE ORIENTATIONWEEK PROGRAM
Number of Students Change Beeommendedl Group A Group B
Aptitude Testing to be added 3 3Better Ppogreia to Insure Interest 2 0BreaMovn to Special Interests ^ 0Eliminate Duplications 0 1Eliminate Entire Program O 1Guidance Material to be Added 12Inaugurate a Follovup Convocation 0 1More Adviser Time 6 3More Briefing of all fields 0 5More Time, less confusion h 0No changes Recommended kh 10Postponement of Social Activities 1 0Required Attendance 1 0Separate Upperolass Registration 2 0
The changes recommended above have a wide variety of 
description, and all, with the possible exception of the one 
student who was completelF dissatisfied, It Is believed have 
merit despite the single advocates In some Instances. Prac­
tically all of the proposals here can again be reduced to the 
basic, and when so accomplished can be Interpreted as Indica­
ting a student felt need for additional counsel and guidance 
In the Program* One point should be made with regard to the 
aptitude testing* Those students who advanced the recommen­
dation for more aptitude and preference testing were unanimous 
In stating that when given these tests, the results should be 
made known to the Individuals tested* They feel and rightly 
so, that such tests are futile to take If they are neither 
to be given the results nor have anyone guide them accordingly.
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TABLE XVII
ADEQUACY OF TIMS ALLOTTED ENTBKINO MALE FBESHMBN FOE ADVISER C0NFBREKCB3 DURING ORIENTATION WEEK PROGRAM. MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY AS JUDGED BY 106 UPPERCLA33 STUDENTS
Time spent Initial No* Students Indies* No* Students Indies* Conferenee ting Time Adequate ting Time InadequateGroup A Group B Group A Group B
2 hours 1 0  0 0li hours 1 0  0 0. 1 hour 8 2 3 1minutes 2 1 1 030 minutes h  ̂ 4 420 minutes ^ O 3 015 minutes 11 O 5 110 minutes 2 5 4 55 minutes 3 1 8 02 minutes 1 0  0 0None 4 1 10 2
The upper Glass students vere asked to call upon their 
memories to recall the times Indicated In the table above, 
and for that reason It Is believed that some may have forgot­
ten some time spent with their advisers since the spread here 
Is not so great as indicated by the freshmen# Nevertheless,
It should also be borne In mind that the entering class In the
fall of 1951 was not as large as those preceding, and very
possibly the advisers were busier In the former years, and 
did not allow as much time per advisee* In any event, the 
figures bear out that the students who are given up to an 
hour for consultation would for the most part be left with a 
feeling of satisfaction#
As a check upon the Indication by freshmen of their 
plans for seeing their advisers, upperclassmen were asked 
how often they had met with their advisers during their
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enrollment et Montana State University, subse(|aent to their 
initial conferences•
TABLE m i l
FREQÜSÎÎCY OF ABVISSR-ALVISKE COHFBBENCSS ACTUALLY CONDUCTED AT MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY INVOLVim 106 UPPBRCLA3S STUDENTS
Number of Conferences Number of StudentsGroup A Group B1 per Quarter 1% 31 per Month 10 21 par Year 3 8Once 20 hNone 32 10
The above figures show that the students %*ho are In 
the upper classes of the University have met %rlth their 
advisers more often than they had planned as freshmen# They 
also show that those students ̂ o  became dissatisfied %rlth 
their first maior fields of study saw their designated 
counselor much less frequently than did the students repre­
sented In Group A# The Indication here then Is that more 
frequent conferences could very well aid the student In 
maintaining his Interest In his first chosen field, as well 
as discovering Inaptitude or Inability with resultant changes 
being recommended#
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CHAPTER V 
COÎÎCLÎJSIONS
1# The first end most obvious conclusions which 
may be drawn from this study Is that by Its own statement 
In Its catalog f the University recognizes a responsibility 
for the guidance and counseling of Incoming students along 
both educational and vocational lines# It further attempts 
through Its Orientation Week Program, Its Counseling Center, 
and its adviser systea to carry out this responsibility#
2# The second and final conclusion to be drawn 
Is that the University falls at least In part effectively 
to carry out Its acknowledged responsibility for educational 
end vocational guidance# That three fourths of the University's 
students may succeed In finishing their collegiate training 
In the same field In %dilch they first registered as incoming 
freshmen Is not denied, but the one fourth who feel need for 
change must be considered as well* As has been pointed out 
earlier In the study, économie reasons are primary In the 
selection of this University, and the hardship Imposed upon 
those students financially must also be considered a part 
of the Institution's responsibility#
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Mueh r»8ponslt}Hlty mast be placed oa the eecondary 
aehools for their lack of galdance in an effective manner | 
however, aa has been indicated several times, guidance is a 
continuous process to be administered at the time and place 
required* If the student is not ready for counsel until the 
moment he arrives at a university ready for enrollment, then 
that is the time for guidance and the secondary school should 
not be brought to account for a remission of duty*
The University *8 Orientation Week Program as it is 
outlined would, if accomplished in keeping with those .inten* 
tions, do much within itself to repair the faults now existent. 
There are some factors Inherent in the programming which 
render the Week ineffective* The scheduling of a fourteen 
hour day for example is one of these factors* Another is 
the lack of time allotted during which students may consult 
their advisers individually# Still a third is the pitifully 
inadequate time the program allows for Introduction of the 
students to the University's offerings* Further discussion 
of the deficiencies of the Program will not be made here, but 
will be suggested in the recommendations to follow*
The adviser system of the school seems properly or-* 
ganised on the surface, but it too appears to need some 
corrective action* The possibility that some advisers may be 
overloaded with advisees has been mentioned, as has the fact 
that some are either unwilling to devote sufficient time to 
their advisees or cannot because of overloaded schedules*
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The advisers must shoulder some responsibility for the lack 
of oonferenees with advisees following Initial conferences. 
There is no evidence to Indicate that advisers are given 
any special training In guidance or counseling | nor is there 
Indication that such training Is prerequisite to such assign­
ment*
Students themselves are not without blame for the 
floundering which they do in the hl^er educational field*
The "Welfare State", world Insecurity, and numerous other 
factors have been accused of responsibility for the lacka­
daisical attitude of the youth of this country# The reason 
for the attitude does not concern this study, the fact Is 
that it does exist, and because of it, students are unwilling 
to exert themselves towards self-analysis and appraisal in 
order to secure reliable information for themselves or others 
to use as guidance tools*
RSGCMHENDATIONS 
The following are suggested as being possible steps 
which could be taken for the improvement of the Orientation 
Week Program and the adviser system of Montana State University* 
1, The program should be culled for repetitive 
material*
2* A study should be made of the time allowances 
for each item of the agenda and adjustment made accordingly,
3* No more than normal workday hours should be 
scheduled# The "Week" should be lengthened if necessary to
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aecootmodat« the shorter days*
4* More complété, albeit **ttoanbnall" surveys of the 
University*s offerings and the fields to vhich they lead the 
students should be given and by able persons*
5* Additional preference and aptitude tests should 
be given and the student should be made aware that he or his 
counselor will be given the results*
6. Attendance at all official meetings should be 
req[uired, with strict penalties for absences*
7* The number of advisees assigned to one adviser 
should be limited to those he can adequately counsel.
8# Only qualified advisers should be assigned* If 
necessary» special courses of instruction in guidance and 
counseling should be given the group*
9* Each adviser should have follow-up conferences 
with his advisees. These should be pre-scheduled and required 
attendance*
10* Quasi-official social functions should be cut 
to the minimum necessary to maintain the average youth above 
the state of boredom*
11# Functions of a social nature but not reaching 
the status of being even semi-official » nevertheless sanction­
ed by the University» should be postponed until the confusion 
of registration has been completed* Competition for the time 
of the students should be eliminated*
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ST3MÈUEÏ
The problem Involved in this thesis was to examine 
the Orientation Weak Program at Montana State University as 
it is onrrently being oonducted| in order to determine the 
edueatlonal guidance and counseling factors involved* Beyond 
this I Interest lay in determining If the guidance and counsel** 
ing begun during the Orientation Week Program was carried 
through into the rmaaining years of the students* collegiate 
program*
The problem vas approached mainly through the medium 
of questionnaires which were distributed to representative 
students of the currently enrolled classes of Montana State 
University» and supplemented by interviews with students and 
faculty of the school and by personal observations*
The conclusions reached as a result of the study were 
twofold t (1) There Is a University recognized responsibility 
for educational guidance of its enrolled students » (2) the 
University*3 Orientation Week Program falls short in accom» 
pushing its recognized and published aim of providing edu~ 
cational and vocational guidance for the entering male fresh­
men students*
The report of this study concludes with a number of 
reccmmiendations for Improvement of the Orientation Week Pro­
gram of Montana State University» Including i
1* Elimination of undesirable material 
2* Better time allowances for material














More preference end aptitude testing 
Shorter schedules each day.
Better surreys of the school's offerings being
Required student attendance at all meetings. 
Limited number of advisees per adviser.
Advisers should be better qualified*
Required **follov-up** adviser-advlsee conferences 
Quasi-official social functions decreased In
Sanctioned but unofficial social functions
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APPENDIX A 
FEESHÏ4AK ORIENTATICN m m  QUESTIONNAIRE
EOTB t The following questions are being asked in order that a study may be made of the Orientation Week Program at Montana State University. Your cooperation in answering the questions and returning the sheets promptly will be appreciated# You need not sign the paper#
What Is the major course of study you intend to follow dur*» Ing your enrollment at M, S. tj#?.., .............. .
What influenced you to select this field? (Check below) #
( ) Parents( ) High School Counselor) Aptitude tests (where?)    .) Friend) University catalog ) Orientation Week Program at M# S. U#) Other (specify)
Why did you select Montana State University?
( ) Courses offered ( ) Family tradition C ) Financial reasons ) Nearness to home ) Friend’s advice ) University Catalog ) Other (specify) .
Did attendance at any meetings during Orientation Week Influence you toi
( ) Confirm your previous selection of a major fieldof study?Cause you to doubt your selection of a major field? Change your major field completely?Neither confirm nor doubt your selection of a major (no influence)?
If in the previous question you indicated that there had been
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an Influencing factor during the Orientation Week 
Program* %diat was it? ......... .... .........
Did the Orientation Week Program Include i (Check two)1 ) Too much material? (What)) Too little material? (What)) Just the right amount of material? ) Too much time?) Too little time?) Just the right amount of time?
Were you influenced to join any of the following as a result of Orientation Week?
h) Religious group or cluh ) Music group FraternityIntranaural snorts teem
How much time did you have in individual conferences with your adviser prior to registration? ...... .. .
Was It long enough time? (YES - NO)
How much time do you feel should be allotted for Freshman- adviser conferences during Orientation Week?
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APPENDIX B
ÜPPERCLABS orientation week QUESTIONNAIRE
note I The following questions are being asked in order that a study may be made of the Orientation Week Program at Montana State University. Your cooperation in answering the questions and returning the sheets promptly will be appreciated# You need not sign the paper#
Class?
What Is the major field of study which you are now following 
at Montana State Uaalverslty? #
Was this your original major? (YES  ̂HO)
What was your original major?
Why did you change? #
What Influenced you to select your original major?
Did attendance at any meeting during your Freshman Orienta*- tlon Week influence you tot
( ) Confirm your previous selection of a major fieldof study?) Cause you to doubt your selection of a major field? Change your major field ccaapletely?Neither confirm nor doubt your selection of a major (no influence)?j
If in the previous «gestion you indicated that there had been an influence during the Orientation Week Program,
What was it?
Based upon your experience at M# S# U#, do you feel thatOrientation Week as It is now conducted is adequate? (YES - NO)
How should it be changed (material added or dropped)? _____
•56->
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How much time did you spend In Individual conference with your adviser prior to Freshman registration? .
Was It as much time as you desired? (XSS - HO)
Do you feel that a longer conference or more time with your adviser prior to Freshman registration might have influenced you to change your major field at that time? (lES - HO)
How often have you seen your adviser for conferences other than for routine approval or your registration schedule? ■
Why did you select M* 6. H* as the institution at which you would secure your college education?




SEPTEMBER 23 TO 29, 1951
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBEE 23 
2 :0 0 -4 :3 0  p.m .
Tours of the campus starting  from the main entrance of the Student Union 
will be conducted approximately every fifteeen minutes.
5 :0 0 -6 :30  p.m.
F or the convenience of new students in the Residence Halls, a buffet supper 
will be served to them and their parents in North Hall. (F ifty  cents per 
plate.)
7:15  p.m.
F irs t meeting for all freshmen—review of Orientation Week program and 
general information. Attendance is required. Bring a copy of this program 
w ith you. Dean Gordon Castle in charge. Student Union Auditorium.
9 :0 0  p.m.
Fireside welcomes a t  Residence Halls and Student Union Lounge.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 
8 :0 0 -9 :1 0  a.iu.
Freshmen wUl meet in three groups for a discussion of the University’s edu­
cational offerings ; and for the purpose of taking certain tests following the 
discussions. The group to which each freshman student is assigned will 
have been announced a t the meeting Sunday evening. Each of the groups 
will meet in the following assembly rooms :
Group I  —Student Union Auditorium 
Group I I  —Library Reading Room 
Group I I I —Journalism  304 
A faculty member will explain the Arts and Science program to each group, 
including brief mention of the professional schools and their relationship to 
the College of Arts and Sciences program. Students desiring to bear more 
about the professional schools will have tha t opportunity from 4 :15 to 5 :45 
th is afternoon.
9 :1 5 -1 1 :30  a.m .
Freshmen Testing. (No entering freshman student will be permitted to regis­
te r unless he has taken these tests.)
Group I  —General Entrance Test—Men’s Gymnasium 
Group I I  —English Placement Test—Library Reading Room 
Group I I I —English Theme and Individual Questionnaire—
Journalism  804
1 :3 0 -4 :00  p.m .
Freshmen Testing. (No entering freshman student will be permitted to regis­
te r unless he has taken these tests.)
Group I  —English Placement Test—Library Reading Boom 
Group I I  -—English Theme and Individual Questionnaire—
Journalism  304 
Group I I I—General Entrance Test—Men’s Gymnasium
4 :1 5 -5 :45  p.m .
Meetings fo r entering students 
professional schools:
who are interested in one or more of the
Specific Time 
of Meeting 
4 :15-5:00 p.m. 






teachers are invited to attend)
Forestry 4:15-5:00 p.m.
Music 5 :00-5:45 p.m.
Law 5 :00-5 :45 p.m.
Business Administration 5 :00-5:45 p.m.
6:00-7:15 p.m.






University H all 302 
Law 202
University HaU 204 
Gold Room, Student Union.
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